
7 Unbeatable Tips to Get IELTS Band in
Academic Writing Essay Planning!
Struggling to achieve your desired IELTS band score in the Academic Writing
section? Fear not, for we have the ultimate guide to help you excel in the essay
planning stage. With these proven tips and strategies, you'll be able to construct
well-organized and coherent essays that impress the examiners and secure your
desired band score. So, let's dive right in!

1. Understand the Essay Question

One of the most critical steps in essay planning is understanding the essay
question. Take the time to analyze and comprehend what the examiner is asking
of you. Identify the key instructions, keywords, and concepts that will guide your
essay structure and content. By fully grasping the essay question, you'll be able
to develop a clear and focused essay plan.

2. Brainstorm Ideas and Create an Outline

Before you start writing your essay, brainstorm ideas related to the topic and jot
them down. Once you have a list of potential ideas, organize them into a logical
sequence. This will help you create a well-structured outline that acts as a
roadmap for your essay. The outline should include , body paragraphs, and a ,
with each section clearly defined.
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3. Develop a Thesis Statement

A strong thesis statement is the foundation of a well-written essay. It conveys
your main argument or position on the topic and provides a roadmap for the
reader. Take some time to craft a clear and concise thesis statement that
encapsulates the main idea of your essay. Ensure that each body paragraph
aligns with and supports this central argument.

4. Conduct In-depth Research

Once you have a clear essay plan, conduct thorough research to gather relevant
data, facts, and evidence to support your arguments. Refer to reliable sources
such as academic journals, books, and reputable websites. The more credible
and varied your sources are, the stronger your essay will be. Be sure to keep
track of your sources for referencing purposes.

5. Use Proper Essay Structure

Structure your essay appropriately with a clear , body paragraphs, and . Start
your with an engaging hook to grab the examiner's attention and provide
background information about the topic. Each body paragraph should focus on a
specific idea or argument, supported by evidence and examples. Finally, wrap up
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your essay with a concise and powerful that restates your thesis and summarizes
your main points.

6. Practice Time Management

The IELTS Academic Writing exam is time-sensitive, so it's crucial to practice
proper time management during the essay planning stage. Allocate enough time
to understand the question, brainstorm ideas, create an outline, conduct
research, and write the essay. By practicing efficient time management, you'll be
able to complete your essay within the given time frame and avoid unnecessary
stress.

7. Seek Feedback and Practice

Lastly, seek feedback from experienced IELTS tutors or native English speakers.
They can provide valuable insights and point out areas for improvement in your
essay planning process. Additionally, practice writing essays regularly to refine
your skills and enhance your essay planning techniques. The more you practice,
the more confident you'll become in tackling any essay question on the IELTS
exam.

Effective essay planning is imperative for achieving a high band score in the
IELTS Academic Writing section. By understanding the essay question,
brainstorming ideas, creating an outline, developing a strong thesis statement,
conducting in-depth research, using proper essay structure, practicing time
management, seeking feedback, and practicing regularly, you'll be well on your
way to success. So, start implementing these tips today and watch your IELTS
band score soar!
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If you're taking the IELTS exam . . . can you plan the many different types of
Academic Task 2 essay?

Can you quickly create a plan for an 'Opinion>Discussion' essay, and also for a
'Problem>Solution' essay? What about an 'Evaluate' essay - and all the other
essay types?

Don't take the IELTS exam unless you understand these different plans.

Following our Number 1 best-selling 'Get Band 9 In Academic Writing,' we've
created a completely NEW set of fifteen IELTS essays written to Band 9
standard, to help you get the best possible result.

To help you even more, we've added a section to each essay which shows how
the student has analysed the task and planned the essay in the way that you
MUST do in the IELTS exam. These example plans are clear and highly effective,
showing how to rapidly create a plan for any IELTS Task 2 essay, guiding you to
the best possible Band score.
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Each of these NEW fifteen essays includes:
A task
Explanation of the task type
Student analysis of the task
Student's PLAN for the essay, showing how to create an effective plan in minutes
A model Band 9 essay
And
Examiner's comments explaining why the essay is at Band 9 level

Remember - IELTS Academic writing is an extremely difficult test if you DON'T
practise these very specific analysis and planning skills. However, if you practise
these skills, you should be able to increase your band score by up to two Bands,
for example from a 6 to an 8, or from a 7 to a 9.

With this book, you will have the planning skills to attack any IELTS Task 2 essay,
and you can show the IELTS examiner exactly how good your English can be.
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